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About JIO: Jio is an entire ecosystem that allows Indians to live the digital life to the fullest. This
ecosystem consists of powerful broadband networks, useful applications, best-in-class
services and smart devices distributed to every doorstep in India. Jio’s media offerings
include the most comprehensive libraries and programs of recorded and live music, sports,
live and catch up television, movies and events. Jio is about creating connected intelligence
for 6 billion global minds to unleash the power of a young nation. We are all set to change the
way people work, play, learn and live.
Coverage:
Jio is committed to provide coverage across urban and major rural areas. Jio is aiming to
cover 90% of India's population in the next 18-24 months.

Visit: Venue: - RELIANCE JIO GHANSOLI, NAVI MUMBAI
Timing: - 10 am to 4pm
For: - BE EXTC department of DBIT
Assembling Point: - Gate House

This IV was majorly aimed for the recruitment process of BE EXTC 2020 batch so
that we could have an idea of the company. Students assembled at main gate at the
receptionists. We were given our visitor pass as an entry identity to their company.
The crowd was divided into two groups and were made to travel in two buses to their
various apartments. First, we visited at the marketing apartment where they had their
products that will be launching in the market soon and also the products they are working on,
which is not yet disclosed like on the product is JIO prime merchant. The products that was
displayed






Digital room
Smart box
JIO car
JIO prime merchant
LYF Phone



4G Broadband

We started the visit with Digital room where we were briefed about Smart box which
have the capability of connecting 44 potable device and the box is use for internet
communication and briefing about their different application such as JIO saavan and JIO
play store they will be launching in their smart TV.
JIO car device is one the interested device which they will be launching soon. The
device works as wi-fi hotspot not only this but can give the insight of the car, what more
interesting is the they have develope interface where any one can track the live location of
the car through the JIO car device. Another interesting device was JIO prime merchant
which is basically made for local merchant the device as feature like online payment
through Debit card or even wallet pay this device can be the next example of being totally
cash less. It has more features like Barcode scanning and side account for customer.
Later on, we moved to the conference room where we were briefed about JIO campus
and the culture they follow. The presentation was given by the team BOND. We were
explained about BOND team was such name what they do basically the BOND is the
team of fresher’s where they word on software testing and many different projects for few
months and then they select on which project they want to work. The ppt also consist of
different courses they provide such as AI, Blockchain, Deep learning and many more.
They also told us about their campus like they have their own cricket stadium, TT ground
and many more things
Next session was on the Jio giga fiber. JIo fiber offers superior internet experience to
explore our Digital Life. Jio fiber is the technology of the future. It offers the ultimate
broadband experience to surf, stream, game and work. Jio fiber beats the rest because of
its ultra fast upload and download speeds. They explained us how the connection is made
from optical fiber to the home smart box, the report had the functionality of voice
command also.
At the we had moved across the entire campus of JIO in bus where guide with us gave
us some idea what part is done in which apartment and where Mukesh sir sits and when
he visit the office.

